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Date:  February 13, 2020 

 
TO:  Judge Rosemary M. Collyer 
 FISA Court, E. Barrett Prettyman, U.S. Courthouse, Washington, D.C. 

Dear Judge Collyer: 
 
If you are still associated with the FISA court, you have a duty to humanity to undo the wrongs that have been 
done. If you aren’t, you still have a duty to undo the wrongs that have been done.  Do you realize the harm 
being done to people you put into horrendous torture and kill programs through election by the FBI? Either 
you don’t know or you don’t care about what happens after you place them on the Watchlist. 
 
We are but one organization which supports a group formed entirely by similarity of circumstances - we have 
been elected to the Watchlists, through the FISA court but we’re not on the no-fly list, its much much worse. 
We are subjected to human trafficking to universities for medical experimentation in their studies and clinical 
trials, stalking in and out of our homes, chemical poisoning of our home environment and of our food (eating 
in or out), implantation of brain implants hooked up to AI computers, tracking and torture with the implants 
and Body Area Network and brain-radio continuous connections -  24 hours a day.  This group is not like any 
before known in the history of the world.  We are the hunted, we are the fried, we are electronic slaves. 
 
We have been elected and put in a program which operates on each individual to the same end, but an 
individual program is orchestrated for each individual.  Across the board, the effects of the program is the 
same.  It is meant to (1) reduce the individual to a helpless, homeless person with no job, no home, no 
property, no support system, no family and (2) induce self-destruction, all by removal of all civil rights by 
unconstitutional means.  These persons have been defined as “Targeted Individuals” by the military papers 
which describe this illegal program. They have not named themselves. They have not created their own 
torture. It has been impressed upon them by means of the FBI/FISA court.  They are a “nation” being 
genocided as if they were of national origin.  This has become the New American Holocaust and you are 
sending people to torture and death. Don’t say you didn’t know. You are a smart lady. VERY SMART! 
 
Targeted Individuals are being illegally surveilled upon the vote of the FISA court which has been operating 
illegally for years.1 Their civil rights have been removed and deserve redress across the board, but they are 
not even given the opportunity to have the information the FISA court has processed against them. This has 
been declared illegal.2 They deserve a voice.  All records need to be released to the people who had their 
constitutional rights taken away from them across the board, without them having to sue for their rights.  
We ask you give them back their constitutional rights and declare all records and procedures that were illegal 
to be open to the persons you defrauded and UNDO EVERY EFFECT. For some, it is too late, they have already 
been killed. KILLED – DO YOU UNDERSTANED THIS! DO YOU UNDERSTAND?  KILLED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 

1. First we ask you/FISA court:  Release all records to the people you have targeted so they know they 
have been elected to this court.  Targeted Individuals are voted into the program through the FISA 
courts by someone they don’t know accused them, nor of what.  They are not allowed notice in the 

                                                           
1 https://icontherecord.tumblr.com/post/188217887058/release-of-documents-related-to-the-2018-fisa 
 
2 https://www.justsecurity.org/66105/elhady-kable-what-happens-next-why-a-judges-terrorism-watchlist-ruling-is-a-game-
changer/ 
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court they are to be tried, judged and sentenced to a life in the torture/kill program. There is no 
release from this terror program. They are not allowed to confront the charges against them. 
Everything is done in secret. This is extra-judicial. There is no provision in the constitution for extra-
judicial punishment, nor of cruel punishment with directed energy weapons. The FISA court needs to 
notice all the people who have been elected so they can see what they have been charged with to 
undo what has been done to them. Most are whistleblowers of police, firemen, politician drug 
operations, national program of vehicle theft program, sex trafficking and smuggling.  RELEASE ALL 
THE SECRET PROCEDURES AND RECORDS OF THIS ILLEGAL COURT OF ALL LEGAL US CITIZENS WHO 
HAVE BEEN PROCESSED THROUGH THIS COURT ILLEGALLY. 

2. Second we ask you to work to get the FISA court to recognize that they are placing people in programs 
which exceed “no fly” restrictions. They are placing Targeted Individuals into a life sentence or torture 
until death.  THIS IS A DEATH SENTENCE and unlimited human trafficking until that death occurs: 

a. The Going Dark and Going Even Darker3 may be the programs places TI’s in a medical 
experimentation program, many government agencies are involved in placing Targeted 
Individual in program in which they are: 

i. surveilled using a multiple medical implant system involving studies by universities, 
hospitals, and law enforcement, doing clinical trials, testing use of the Body Area 
Network by law enforcement to torture them continuously, including sexual 
stimulation and sexual trafficking. 

ii. used for medical procedures and operations, not for the good of the individual, but so 
some student can get a license, certificate or degree) or purely for terrorizing the 
person, 

iii. doing illegal operations on people in their homes, motels and vehicles by putting them 
to sleep and implanting them with electronic devices in their brains, organs, muscles, 
nerves for the sole purpose of torturing them until they die. They wake up with 
implants in their brain and body that may exceed 200, indeed, there is no limit to the 
number of implants. They are placed in the bodies over time which continues the 
terror, the person never knowing when they are going to wake up with another 
implant. 

3. Targeted Individuals are gaslighted with tricks by stalkers who enter their homes, moving items 
around, removing some items, putting items in the home that don’t belong there, cutting up clothing, 
marking items with codes, letters and symbols. Targeted Individuals have their properties invaded 
continuously, damaged, sabotaged and destroyed 

4. Targeted Individuals are denied medical care. FBI operatives listen to their phone calls, approach the 
doctor’s office or hospital and tell the doctors and nurses to treat them differently. Indeed, this 
program is in operation in every doctor’s office in this country. They are oppressing people by 
harassing them, being rude, pushing them, doing unnecessary operations, doing wrong operations, 
denying them correct labs. 

5. Radiation/Property Loss. Targeted Individuals are harassed so overwhelmingly with directed energy 
weapons they have to flee their homes. They have to sell their properties over and over to try to get 
away. In the end, they lose everything. 

6. Targeted Individuals are implanted with radios in their heads4  which are used to operate a two way 
communication at all times by a person or computer which speaks to them, repeats conversations 
they have with others in private, condemn them for innocent activities or threaten to kill them and 
their families.  This is new patented technology. When TI’s explain they are hearing voices, they are 

                                                           
3 https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/2018_AEP_Going_Darker_Phase2.pdf 
 
4 Dave Larson Report  https://www.justsecurity.org/66105/elhady-kable-what-happens-next-why-a-judges-terrorism-watchlist-
ruling-is-a-game-changer/ 
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accused of being mentally ill.  If a person hears voices constantly in their head, and it causes sleep 
deprivation, they very well may become mentally ill. The voices also may convince them to perform 
acts of violence they would not otherwise no consider. 

7. Targeted Individuals are implanted with hundreds of electronic devices, some of which perform 
ELECTRONIC RAPE on both men and women. Just imagine the pervert that sits at a computer 
electronically raping and taping the occasion and posting it online for others to see. DISGUSTING! 

8. Targeted Individuals are used a medical experiments and are put in multiple university studies which 
follow them and read the data using the secretly implanted Body Area Network. 

9. Targeted Individuals are tortured with continuous voices in their heads, colloquially called V2K, using 
various methods, one being an implanted two-way radio in the head, most likely the cochlea. 

10. Targeted Individuals are burned with microwave and lasers, poisoned, stalked, degraded and 
considered less than human. They are stalked with multiple stalkers every day using the police, 
firemen and their vehicles committing noise harassment. Stalkers operate their implants to cause 
them pain and control their arms, legs, hands, face muscles and voice, like puppets or robots using 
robotic implants remotely operated. 

 
It is up to persons who know of these criminal and horrible crimes against innocent civilians, who have had 
ALL their civil rights removed and have been reduced to the state animals being tracked, burned, cut, 
operated on illegally, to undo the harm they have done. 
 
The program antagonizes the Target and when they cry out for justice, they are put into mental hospitals. If a 
TI takes a medicine like Xanax, they are told they need to see a psychiatrist, so this mental 
hospital/psychiatric labeling gets put on your both ways. They are preparing people for culling when labeled. 
  
America has been taken over.  We no longer are humans.  We are the implanted. We are the hunted. 
 
We need you to do something on our behalf.  There are thousands of us and you know it. We are the 
implanted. We are trafficked as sex slaves. We are human experiments for doctors, hospitals and universities. 
We are being driven out of society, made to stay in our homes, not able to shop, get a job, maintain our own 
property, keep our families. Our children are being taken away because when we complain about the 
directed energy burns and vibrating, the authorities take the opportunity to make us look insane because 
only insane people act like this, right?  No.  Many are being killed when they go into hospitals. The medical 
community has been corrupted just like Nazi Germany. In fact this whole project against TI’s is a Nazi project 
here in America.  It is just unbelievable.  You are responsible for this whole system against the innocent 
people who pay their taxes, take care of their families, go to church and are honest and loveable people. YOU 
ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE KILLING. 
 
You are responsible for these things. How many injustices, how many lies by the FBI have you promoted to 
putting innocent people in this program.  Once in the program, there is no way out and all children and 
relatives are in the program suffer the slings and arrows of this fate or are manipulated by the program 
against the TI in the family.  Splitting up families is a part of the program.  
 
Do something to help us. Make it right. ABOLISH THE FISA CRIMINAL COURT! Just step down. QUIT NOW! 
Expose the shame that is America now.  You are the Nazi’s now.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Citizens.AHT.org 



This is what you are doing to men and women: 

   

  
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

    
 
Note the halo around her head – energy from the sky 

 
See page on website:   
https://b625c545-f43b-4573-b3a8-
11401bcdcf27.filesusr.com/ugd/380942_feabba331eae499888ea8f933480a08b.pdf?index=true 
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